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The Face of Local Music –
Todd Novak

phenomena, and its poets seek to capture a
moment, emotion or revelation.
That, with a familial touch and local flavor, is
what you will find in "La Honda Journal," a
book of haiku poems by 19-year La Honda
resident David E. LeCount…
"This is a diary of love poems - love of family,
love of place, of what each new moment brings,
be it pleasure or pain," wrote onetime La Honda
resident and author Christopher Herold on the
back cover. ..” (continued on page 2)

by craig eddy

Treating the Restaurant Acoustics,
(or “Why Can’t I Hear Myself Talk in

How do you fit a book’s worth of material into a
small article? This month's Face of Local Music
interview with Todd Novak could easily be
several pages long. Todd was born in
Pennsylvania and lived his early years in Ohio.
He started playing guitar at 11 years old and
started playing professionally at 12 years old. He
picked up the electric guitar that his brother's
friend would leave at their house and learned to
play right handed since that was all he had to
play. He would have probably learned left
handed if he had access to a lefty guitar. Todd
has toured all over the country with different
bands. Todd was with an Ohio based band
named Ronald Koal and the Trillionaires that
toured as an opening band for the likes of Billy
Idol, The Blasters, Berlin and Joan Jett.
(continued on page 2)

Here?”)by Neil Panton
I wasn’t the only one unable to hear
conversations at my table. There were echoes of
others with the same problem. Conversations
from tables near and far were louder than the one
at ours. It was nearly impossible to hold a
meeting in either of the rooms. A quiet, romantic
dinner was out of the question. When music
started, you could either leave or listen, unless
you enjoyed shouting into your companion’s ear.
Looking around the restaurant, it was easy to see
why the acoustics were poor: windows, walls –
reflective, wood floor – reflective, bare ceiling –
reflective. There were no absorbent surfaces to
help diffuse sound waves.(continued on page 2)

Decades of Haiku Make a Book David Le Count
(source:http://www.hmbreview.com/
books/decades-of-haiku-make-abook/article_503980c8-325e-11e1-bf800019bb2963f4.html by Stacy Trevenon )
“Haiku is poetry with Japanese roots, typically
thought of as three-line stanzas of five, seven and
five syllables. But besides concise verse, haiku
traditionally revolves around nature or natural

Installing the Acoustic Panels
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Decades of Haiku – David LeCount
(continued from page 1)

moved to La Honda about two years ago with
his wife Jasmine. They picked La Honda mostly
due to the beauty of the area. I asked Todd to
think back and tell me his most memorable
musical moment. He said that without a doubt it
was the moment that Pete Seeger called him and
asked if he wanted to come over and jam. Todd's
current band is the Cowlicks and can be seen
once a month at the San Gregorio General Store
and also at the Gourmet Haus Staudt in Redwood
City. Todd's latest recording project Raspberry
Moonshine is a mix of styles and, believe it or
not, includes Ralph Stanley and the Clinch
Mountain Boys among other great players. He is
especially excited about this project because it
just might be the last recording that Ralph
Stanley does and Clinch Mountain Boy Steve
Sparkman is also quitting the band to pursue a
career in law enforcement. You can get your
copy of Raspberry Moonshine at the La Honda
market. For more on Todd check him out on
Facebook. You can find him at
toddnovakmusic.com , thecowlicks.com. as well
as The Cowlicks Facebook page.

“Writing and love of rural surroundings came
early to LeCount, a California native who lived
in Alaska, Massachusetts and China…
His prize-winning haiku have been published in
the United States, China, England, Romania and,
to his delight, occasionally on bottles of tea in
Japan. He received a grand prize from the
Modern Haiku Society of Japan and has
addressed the World Haiku Festival in the
Netherlands.
He came to La Honda to raise his three sons,
now age 42, 36 and 32, in the same kind of rural
atmosphere in which he had grown up, and
continued writing haiku. ..
His books are available at Amazon.com and
Barnesandnoble.com, and… in the La Honda
Country Market.”

Treating the Restaurant Acoustics
(continued from page 1)
In homes, performance venues and recording
studios, surfaces are treated with materials such
as curtain, carpeting, foam, baffles, diffusers, egg
cartons etc. Costs range from free to ridiculously
expensive. My first studio utilized layers of
discarded carpeting and large cardboard egg flats
from a local restaurant (unlimited supply).They
were layered three deep on one wall, and allowed
us to record loud electric guitar into the wee
hours without disturbing the neighbors.
So, what could be done here? The windows are
wonderful, don’t want to cover them. The walls
display beautiful artwork from local artists.
Don’t want to disturb that. Carpet the floors? Not
so good for a restaurant, definitely not good for a
bar. So, the ceilings, maybe some corners and a
few bits of wall were available for treatment.

The Face of Local Music – Todd Novak
(continued from page 1)
In the early 80's he was with a Countryish band
called Ricky Barnes and the Hootowls where he
did a lot of background singing, building his
vocal abilities. The Hootowls opened for Richard
Thompson and Buckwheat Zydeco among
others. When asked who his favorite musicians
are he says he likes anyone that has created
something unique and new. Django Reinhardt,
Chuck Berry, Keith Richards are some of his
favorites. Todd has always been a fast learner
and plays so many different styles that he has
made lots of friends in the music biz. Todd

Craig and Jack E., with Neil P. covered the
frames with fabric and stapled in place
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d. The insulation was installed in the frame and
covered.

(Treating the Restaurant Acoustics continued)
Beginning in 2010, I spoke with individuals
knowledgeable about acoustics and studio
construction as well as people familiar with this
particular space. I also consulted with Charlie
and Jane, owner and restaurateur respectively, to
make sure they were onboard with the idea.I was
interested in making this a community project
utilizing reasonably inexpensive materials,
simple design and volunteers.
The project was renewed this summer and first
went public in July 2011 to the La Honda Yahoo
group. Immediately, offers of help and donations
came in. A small committee was formed, more
information was gathered, and a simple but cost
effective design was created to build and suspend
acoustic panels from the ceiling.
A total of 7 were built, covering 28% of the
ceiling surface area with absorbent material. In
addition, Charlie repainted the ceilings and some
walls, in some areas with acoustic paint (Thanks
for the idea, Dana). Charlie also provided a rollaway carpet for the musician area.
The response was immediate: “I can actually
hear myself talk!” was heard over and over.
Acoustic measurements were taken both before
and after treatment to attempt to quantify the
changes, and provide a basis for any future
treatment. In the meantime, we will try out the
new acoustics for a while and see if more needs
to be done. Although initial response to the room
is quite good and there is no doubt that positive
changes have been made, there may be room for
improvement.
So, for those interested, here is a bit about the
construction of the panels.
1)Design: Lightweight wood frames, covered
with acoustic fabric and filled with semi-rigid
fiberglass boards. Suspended 1-1/2 to 2” from
the ceiling with hardware hooks and eyes. Can
be removed for cleaning or painting the ceiling.
2)Materials: Wood was provided by Charlie,
who also built the frames. The acoustic fabric
came from Acoustical Solutions, approx. $26 yd.
The insulation boards are Owens-Corning 703
and 705, 2’x4’x1-1/2”, approx. $1 and $2
sq.ft.Misc. materials came from Jo-Ann’s
Fabrics.
3)Construction:
a. Charlie delivered the completed frames to the
Café: five were installed in the bar area followed
by two larger panels in the dining area.
b. The empty frames were fitted to the ceiling
before covering as they were easier to handle.
c. Craig and Jack E., with Neil P. covered the
frames with fabric and stapled in place.

e. The frames are suspended from the ceiling.

All in all, more than 25 people assisted in this
project in one form or another. Beginning July
22nd, with the post to form a committee, to
November 7th, it took 16 weeks to design and
complete the panel installation. A huge amount
of credit goes to Charlie, who enthusiastically
participated in all phases of the project. In
addition to contributing all the materials for the
acoustic treatment and building the frames,
Charlie has invested in a number of other Café
improvements; painting, lighting and outdoors.
Check out the changes in the patio area!!
A huge thanks to all. The rewards of living in a
small and close community are huge!

Wikipedia Entry for La Honda
A little known fact is that there is a notable
resident in La Honda named "Blade
Backspin" …well at least according to the La
Honda Wikipedia entry.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Honda,_Cali
fornia
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Pescadero Man Killed in Crash IDed

Hazardous Material Response in La
Honda

(excerpt from http://www.smdailyjournal.com/
article_preview.php?type=lnews&title=Pescade
ro%20man%20killed%20in%20crash%20identif
ied&id=224010)
“A 70-year-old man who died early Sunday
morning when his car struck a tree near
Pescadero has been identified by the San Mateo
County Coroner’s Office as William Willett [a
retired bus driver]. The crash occurred on
Pescadero Road near Butano Road at about 1:15
a.m. An initial investigation revealed that Willett
failed to negotiate a turn and crashed into a tree
on the road’s shoulder, according to the
California Highway Patrol. Willett, a Pescadero
resident, was not wearing a seat belt…”

http://www.hmbreview.com/news/hazardousmaterial-response-in-la-honda/
article_093b9e3e-31d4-11e1-95020019bb2963f4.html
“Suspicious liquids that led emergency officials
to close off a La Honda road for more than three
hours turned out to be basically water…
Emergency agencies cordoned off [Sears Ranch]
road as a Hazmat team analyzed the fluids. The
substance turned out to be 98 percent water
mixed with some other unknown solvents, said
La Honda Volunteer Fire Brigade Chief Ari
Delay…”

Reader's Theater* Comes to La Honda
*Play Acting without Memorization

Five Arrested in Escape from La
Honda Boys Ranch
(excerpt from http://fostercity.patch.com/
articles/five-arrested-in-escape-from-la-hondaboys-ranch-0a76673c#photo-8596413)
“Two juveniles who escaped from a San Mateo
County correctional facility this week were
captured by sheriff's deputies and arrested later
that night, along with three women allegedly
involved in the boys' escape…deputies were
dispatched…to the Log Cabin Boys Ranch in La
Honda, where the two escapees reportedly
hopped into a waiting vehicle that sped off from
the facility.
On their way to the ranch, the deputies
encountered a Buick Park Avenue matching the
suspect vehicle's description, and deputies
stopped the car.
Deputies found the 17-year-old boys, of San
Francisco, in the car with San Francisco
residents Rokesha Pineda, 21, and Angelica
Pineda, 19, and Antioch resident Kelvina Burton,
18…
Deputies arrested all of the people in the car, the
juveniles on suspicion of escape from custody
and conspiracy and the women on suspicion of
aiding escapees and conspiracy…”

You don't have to have professional acting
experience to take part in a "Reader's Theater" -and, unlike professionally performed plays, you
don't need to memorize anything!! I facilitate a
Reader's Theater through my work and thought I
might bring this fun experience to La Honda. Our
first meeting will be on Sunday night, January 8th
at 7PM at the Puente Office in downtown La Honda
and the play I've selected is "Witness" by Karen
Hesse. The play is based on the true story of a town
in Vermont that in 1924 found itself under siege-by the Ku Klux Klan. Using free verse, the play
allows 11 unique and memorable voices to relate
the story of the Klan's steady infiltration into the
conscience of a small, Prohibition-era community.
Part mystery, part social commentary, Hesse's
historically accurate chronicle is a riveting catalyst
for discussion that thoughtfully explores race and
identity from every possible point of view. Please
call (747-0605) or email me
(lahondalynnette@earthlink.net) if you have
questions or would like to be part of the Reader's
Theater.

Angelica Renee-Antoinett Pineda , Kelvina
Burton, Rokesha Yvette Pineda,were arrested as
suspects in aiding two juveniles with an escape
attempt from a La Honda correctional facility
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to participate. If you have information,
suggestions, or questions about
landscaping/gardening or what can/should be
done with the pond, please let us know. You can
reply to this discussion, email me offline, or
leave a voicemail [see message board for
number].We hope to have initial meetings in
January (likely just before the CLHG BoD
meetings - 6:30 the 4th and/or 18th).
Thanks in advance for your help!
Sincerely, Randy Vail”

Company Faces Fines, Violations for
Deadly Crash at Russian Ridge
(excerpt from http://www.mercurynews.com/
san-mateo-county-times/ci_19582774 by Joshua
Melvin)
“A company working for the Midpeninsula
Regional Open Space District was cited for two
"serious" violations of state worker safety rules
in connection with a deadly truck rollover crash
in May.
Habitat restoration firm Go Native allowed
laborers to ride standing up in the bed of a 1997
Dodge Ram and had not installed guard rails
around the truck bed, according to a Department
of Industrial Relations Division of Occupational
Safety and Health report issued last month. The
Dodge tumbled about 300 feet down a slick,
rain-soaked hill at the Russian Ridge Open
Space Preserve near La Honda on May 26,
killing 26-year-old Luis Audelo-Partida of
Newark.
Regulators ordered Montara-based Go Native to
pay $21,800 in fines as a result of the incident
that left six other workers injured. Go Native has
appealed the penalties…”

Foundation Leads Charge to Save
Parks
(excerpt from http://www.hmbreview.com/
news/foundation-leads-charge-to-saveparks/article_a8908762-2138-11e1-8215001871e3ce6c.html)

Cuesta Guild Landscaping & Pond
Remediation
(excerpt from http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
LaHonda/message/28825)
“At the last Cuesta La Honda Guild General
Membership meeting in November, there was a
presentation by Kellyx Nelson & Chelsea Moller
of the San Mateo Resource Conservation
District.One issue was native/sustainable
landscaping as purple loosestrife removal has
been a problem. Another was remediating
Reflection Lake (the pond) due the
encroachment of lilypads, cattails, etc.
Subsequently, there was also a discussion and a
presentation about
developing a
community garden.

“…The Portola and Castle Rock Foundation
announced Tuesday it was kicking off a
campaign to raise a minimum of $500,000 to
keep open Portola Redwoods State Park south of
Pescadero and Castle Rock State Park in the
Santa Cruz Mountains. Both parks are among 70
of 278 parks slated for closure on July 1, 2012.
"I encourage everyone who has ever enjoyed
these wonderful parks to join this campaign
now," Judy Grote, president of the Portola and
Castle Rock Foundation, said in a prepared
statement. "We need to raise funds in the next
few months or we will lose these park jewels
forever…Portola Redwoods has a rugged,
natural basin forested with coastal redwoods,
Douglas firs and live oaks. It includes 18 miles
of trails, a 53-site campground, four group
campsites and two creeks, the Pescadero and
Peter's Creek. Joining the foundation and
Sempervirens Fund are Adventure Out and Save
the Redwoods…make tax-deductible donations
online at www.portolaandcastlerockfound.org, or
to mail donations to Portola and Castle Rock
Foundation, 17680 Bruce Ave., Monte Sereno,
CA 95030.

invasive species
purple loosestrife
To address these
issues, we are
forming one or two
committees on the
topic of
landscaping
(gardens) and the pond. CLHG members or
expert consultants in these areas are encouraged
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La Honda Spanish Classes Hosted by
Puente de la Costa Sur

La Honda Fire Brigade
Now Recruiting
(excerpt from http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/LaHonda/message/28713)
“The La Honda Fire Brigade is now recruiting
for its next firefighter academy class. If you
or someone you know has interest in
volunteering as a firefighter for the
community, please contact us!
Candidates must reside in the La Honda,
Loma Mar, Middleton Tract or San Gregorio
communities and be able to pass a background
check and medical clearance. They must also
be able to accommodate interruption in daily
life to respond to emergencies and attend
regular training.
Firefighters are provided with all needed
training, including structural and wildland
firefighting, emergency medical, and many
other types of emergency training. All
equipment is also provided.
Volunteering can provide a great way to help
our community. We also provide several
benefits to those who volunteer.
For more information, visit us at
www.lahondafire.org or call us at 747-0381.
(contact the brigade to find out when the
application process is closed)

(from http://groups.yahoo.com/group/LaHonda/
message/28890)
"Hello La Honda Residents,
Puente is relatively new to La Honda this year
and we have been working out the kinks in our
Spanish Class. We would like to invite you to
our Spanish Conversation Class where we will
have 2 groups:
1.) A beginner-beginner class where grammar
and basic greetings and expressions will be
practiced.
2.) Advanced conversation where people will
speak only in Spanish for the people who are
almost fluent and need practice.
We are sorry to say there are no other levels
because of our limited space and available
teachers. We hope those of you who have been
attending return this coming January and
encourage others to attend.
January 9th from 5:30-6:30pm
Location: La Honda Puente Office
8865 La Honda Rd (Suite 4), Tel. 747-0248…
Call if you have any questions.
Kassandra Talbot, Learning Center Coordinator
Puente de la Costa Sur. 650-879-1691 Ext. 138"

Winds Whip Up Fire Danger
(excerpt from http://www.hmbreview.com/
news/winds-whip-up-fire-danger/
article_224e2674-2123-11e1-981b001871e3ce6c.html by Mark Noack)
"Strong winds raised the specter of wildfire last
week as a series of small fires broke out on
Thursday in the coastal hills. Firefighters
stamped out two separate fires that were
beginning to spread into the nearby vegetation.
Around 2:30 p.m. Thursday, firefighters
responded to a cabin on fire at the end of Crazy
Pete's Road, a rural street branching off Skyline
Boulevard near Skylonda. The home was
completely engulfed and strong gusts of wind
had carried the flames to cover about a quarteracre of surrounding plant life...."Anytime when
you have high winds you come back to make
sure it doesn't flare up again," said Battalion
Chief Ari Delay. "One small ember is all it
would take to become the fire it was earlier."
Earlier that morning, a car driving on Pescadero
Creek Road near Loma Mar caught fire after its
engine began smoking..."

New Book on La Honda???

I found a book with the cover shown above at
http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/2769812
It is listed under the Arts and Photography
category. It doesn’t seem to be widely distributed
or have any reviews. It probably has nothing to
do with our town, but does have a nice photo on
the cover.
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educational video. The site also has a link where
donations may be made.

Pescadero Home Project in Limbo
(http://www.hmbreview.com/news/pescaderohome-project-in-limbo/article_bf62d8c0-31df11e1-b287-0019bb2963f4.html by Mark Noack)
“…For more than 10 years, members of the
nonprofit Pescadero Foundation have sought to
build 14 homes just west of the town, off Bean
Hollow Road. The property is considered one of
the few spots near town that could support lowcost homes, and advocates point out the plot has
other significant advantages…But the idea is
now facing big obstacles that have brought
progress to a halt. Local support has eroded
based on fears that the new homes would drain
the town's water aquifer… A biological study, by
the firm Swaim Biological Inc. earlier this year,
declared the land was a habitat for the San
Francisco garter snake, a federally listed
endangered species.
That finding alone
represented a "death
knell" for the
project, Peery
said…”

Bands Named La Honda
There are three bands with the name "La Honda"
1) The first English band named La Honda sang
a song entitled 27 women, which was later used
in a tic tac commercial. The name of the band
comes from"revered psychedelic guru Ken
Kesey. This Godfather of acid experimentalists
boarded his magic bus from Ranch La Honda."
according to this site:
http://www.roscalen.com/LaHonda/index.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPpCYwuC4p
Y to hear the 60's influence in their music.

San Francisco
Garter Snake

2) Another band called La Honda (or La Honda
Nostra) was a
German gangsta
rap band. The
lead singer, Bero
Bass, is a
German rapper
of Kurdish
origin, who
performed with
ong time friend
OJ Kingpin. In
July 2009 Bass was inprisoned for a knife attack
- Kingpin left the rap business at this time.
(You can see them perform here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UhwXYUF
L5o)

Save the Pescadero Marsh
(info from http://caseforourenvironment.org/)
“The Coastal Alliance for Species Enhancement
(CASE) is a community-based, non-profit
organization working to conserve, restore, and
enhance wetlands habitat to protect the long-term
viability of native animal species in coastal
areas. According to professional biologists and
several fish and game experts, the State Parks
renovation project on the Pescadero Marsh has
created harmful conditions in the marsh, and in
fact, due to poor operational practices, State
Parks is actually contributing significantly to the
continued decline in species population. For the
past 15 years, concerned citizens and other
wildlife agencies have repeatedly asked State
Parks to take immediate corrective action. Sadly,
the Parks department’s repeated response has
been “we need further studies.” Meanwhile,
native species populations in the marsh have
reached critically low levels.

3) Another band, Slim Hood and the La Honda
Bandits, played jazz in town and the area, up
until the
1970s.

Steelhead trout, San Francisco garter snakes and
Red legged frogs all live in the marsh area. For
more information, visit
caseforourenvironment.org, where the issue is
explained in greater detail, including an

Slim Hood
(photo from
David
Diffenderfer)
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PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS
transfer station somewhat regularly..."

The La Honda Voice
Interested in writing or helping in other ways to
keep this paper going? This paper has been
created and published entirely by volunteers of
the Community. Revenue from the ads is used
only to defer the cost of creating this paper.

.

Volunteer to help keep the Community informed:
Contact Bob Dougherty at 747-0102 or
the_Voice@lahonda.com

The Country Market is open:
Mon-Fri 7am-8pm and Sat/Sun 9am-8pm

Contact Angus Blackwood at White Space Financial
angus@ourwhitespace.com
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Note: Sukha Align! Yoga classes will be in her home
at 115 Roquena Dr, not at the Clubhouse, until further
notice (Reason: floor too cold in Clubhouse. )
Classes are still :

Tuesdays, 10-11:15am
Saturdays, 9-10:15am

The History of La Honda
5 star rating - Available on amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/Honda-Images-AmericaCalifornia-Publishing/dp/0738547387/

Recently unearthed photo of C.V. Allen in La Honda in the 1920s
provided by Pam McReynolds

I will travel to your home to work with your child. I design
an individual learning program for each student.
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January 2012
SUNDAY

MONDAY

1 Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, noon

2 Yoga with
Mary @
Clubhouse, 4pm

TUESDAY
3 Align!
yoga/Sukha
@home, 10am

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

4 Cuesta BOD
Meeting,
7:30pm

5 Yoga with Eric @
Clubhouse, 6:30pm

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

6 Billy Manzik @
Café Cuesta, 8pm
and AJs,9:30pm

7 Align! yoga/Sukha @home,
9am
Lighthouse @ Cafe Cuesta, , 8pm

Billy Manzik @ Alice's,
7pm
8 Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, noon
TBA @ Cafe Cuesta,
1pm

15 Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, noon

9 Yoga with
Mary @
Clubhouse, 4pm

10 Align!
yoga/Sukha
@home, 10am

11

Spanish class,
Puente office in
LH, 5:30pm
16 Yoga with
Mary @
Clubhouse, 4pm

DB Walker @ AJ's, 9:30pm

12 Yoga with Eric @
Clubhouse, 6:30pm

13 Jack Mullins @
Cafe Cuesta, 8pm

LH Historical Society,
Cafe Cuesta, 7pm

Soma Holiday @
AJ's, 9:30pm

Songwriter Showcase
@ Alice's, 7pm
17 Align!
yoga/Sukha
@home, 10am

18 Cuesta BOD
Meeting,
7:30pm

19 Yoga with Eric @
Clubhouse, 6:30pm

Songwriter Roulette
@ Cafe Cuesta, 1pm

Curtis Turner @
Alice's, 7pm

20
Bundy Browne @
Cafe Cuesta, 8pm
Bro @ AJ's,
9:30pm

14 Align! yoga/Sukha @home,
9am
Lightening Your Load: The Joy of
Down Sizing, time TBA
Dan Newitt and Stacey Erdman
@ Cafe Cuesta, 8pm
Dr Sigmund's 100% Goodtime
Family Band @ AJ's, 9:30pm
21 Align! yoga/Sukha @home,
9am
Earthquake Country @ Cafe
Cuesta, 8pm
11 Wails @ AJ's, 9:30pm

22 Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, noon

23 Yoga with
Mary @
Clubhouse, 4pm

24 Align!
yoga/Sukha
@home, 10am

25 Lit Night,
Café Cuesta,
7pm

26 Yoga with Eric @
Clubhouse, 6:30pm

Helen Casabona @
Cafe Cuesta, 1pm

29 Yoga with Mary @
Clubhouse, noon
TBA @ Cafe Cuesta,
1pm

27 The
Undergods @
Cafe Cuesta, 8pm

28 Align! yoga/Sukha @home,
9am
Mighty Mississippi @ Cafe
Cuesta, 8pm

30 Yoga with
Mary @
Clubhouse, 4pm

31 Align!
yoga/Sukha
@home, 10am

Note: Events on this calendar are subject to change.
More current information may be available from
the calendar at www.lahonda.com or calling the
venue:
Alice’s - 851-0303
AJ’s - 747-0331
Café Cuesta 747-9220
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The La
Honda Voice

